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 * Claude How can I upgrade to this version from my previous version? Do I need to uninstall my previous version first, do the installation and then install the previous version? Or I will just directly upgrade to this version, without uninstall my old version? Thank you. I have a few questions:1- My first question is, is there a way to increase the size of the bootable ISO on my USB drive? I'm using
Rufus and I tried my best and it's still not big enough.2- I'll have two different versions of Ubuntu running on my computer. One on my Win 10 computer and the other on my Ubuntu computer. I want to keep them both, so I want to partition my hard drive to have Win 10 on one side and Ubuntu on the other. So when I turn on my computer, I just want it to go straight to Ubuntu. How can I do this
without having to partition my hard drive? 3- When I go to install Ubuntu, I have the option to add a "Ubuntu Studio" which I think is Studio 17.0. But when I check out this version, I see that there is no Studio 17.0. So is the version of Ubuntu that I have on my computer only Studio 16.04? Thank you so much for your help. I've been searching for the answers for the past couple of days but with no
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